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WHO WE ARE
Network Packaging is a packaging materials distributor based in the
Midlands. We provide packaging solutions that will add value to your
business – saving you time and money throughout the supply chain.
We’re also part of the UK’s largest packaging business, Macfarlane
Packaging. This means we can give you access to the biggest
packaging range in the country, as well as innovation and design
centres, so we’re confident we can support you with your
packaging needs.

INTELLIGENT PACKAGING FOR HIGH VALUE PRODUCTS
The Midlands has always been at the heart of industrial
manufacturing in the UK. So for a Wolverhampton business like ours,
automotive, engineering, aerospace and other industrial firms are
amongst our closest and most important clients.
We have developed considerable expertise in designing the
packaging our customers need to protect high value products,
streamline supply chains and manage costs.

OUR APPROACH

SIMPLIFY
SOLUTIONS

OPTIMISE
PROTECTION

EHANCE THE
SUPPLY CHAIN

MAINTAIN QUALITY
& SECURITY

Industrial goods can
often be complex,
but their packaging
doesn’t need to be.

Our industrial packaging
solutions will minimise
damages throughout
the transport process,
without compromising
pack weight.

We’ll develop
packaging that
eliminates production
delays and speeds
up dispatch… ensuring
continuity of supply
to your customers.

We know that quality
and security are essential.

We keep things simple,
reduce packaging
lines and minimise waste.

That’s why we can design
enhanced security
packaging and offer
drop testing.

DELIVERING RESULTS, SO YOU CAN
DELIVER FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS
By really getting to know your business and meticulously reviewing
your supply chain, the Network Packaging team take the hassle out of
packaging, leaving you to focus on the important things, like product
innovation, production and creating a great customer experience.
Our packaging experts can help you address challenges, like:

Alleviating bottlenecks
Enhancing packaging design
Increasing throughput
Damages in transit
Reducing labour costs

Packaging automation
Improving sustainability
Logistics planning
Ensuring continuity of supply
Quality assurance

COMMERCIAL GAINS
We’ll identify quick wins, redesign packaging materials and offer time
efficiencies that will help increase your profit and reduce your costs.
Plus we can drip feed in stock – so you’re only paying for what you need

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS
Increased productivity, alleviated bottlenecks and reduced pack
weight are just a few of the functional improvements we can offer.
Our packaging will help you keep production and supply on track

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES
Our expertise can help unlock more eco-friendly processes and
we can source sustainable materials that minimise your ecological
impact, so you don’t have to worry about waste

OUR SERVICES
If you choose to work with
the Network Packaging
team, you’ll get the most out
of your packaging materials
and you’ll also have access
to a wide range of services…

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
You’ll have a dedicated Network Packaging account
manager who will be your partner in packaging. They’ll
visit you regularly and be constantly looking for ways to
improve your packaging.
Plus, you’ll be assigned an internal contact who’ll deal
with all of your order processing, sourcing and day to
day requirements.

SOURCING & STOCK MANAGEMENT
With access to over 650 global suppliers, we can source
whatever packaging you need, helping you simplify your
supply base.
If you want to take the hassle out of managing your
packaging, we offer complete stock management.
We’ll manage your packaging inventory for you and
ensure you have enough packaging on site, only paying
for what you need. This way you’ll release space and
improve cash flow.

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTICS
You don’t need to worry about finding space for your
packaging. We can provide stock holding and flexible
delivery services to suit you. You can rest assured we’ll
always have what you need, whenever you need it.

SECTORS WE SERVE
We work with a wide range of industrial
sectors, including:
Automotive

Manufacturing

Aerospace

Medical & Health Care

Electronics & IT

Metal Fabricators

Engineering

Wholesale & Distribution

Hardware

Whether you’re looking to pack electronic components
in anti-static packaging, a metal fabricator who needs
rust protection or an aerospace business where quality
control is stringent, when it comes to packaging, we
can support you.

Book an appointment
with one of our industrial
packaging specialists…
Speak to one of our experts today:
T: 01902 496 666
E: contact@networkpack.co.uk
W: networkpack.co.uk
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